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On p. 83, an argument listed as a proof of Theorem 3.2.6 is not sufficient to prove
+.
the theorem. It only proves that Dim(U(g)Whv(Lv(#))) < Dim(L(#)) for
Unless W is admissible, I do not know whether U(g)Whv(Lv(#)) Lv(#) holds or
not. At this time, I do not have a counterexample or a proof of the statement of 3.2.6.
Corollary 3.2.8 and Proposition 3.2.9 depend on Theorem 3.2.6. However, they
follow from the following weaker version of Theorem 3.2.6, which we can prove.

P

THEOREM. Let la P + and Dim(L(/))
U(fl)-module and we have Dim(Lv(#) < dr.

Proof. Assume #

dr. Then Lv(#) is a finitely 9enerated

P- + and Dim(L(#)) dr. As on p. 83 line 13, we have:

dim F,(V*)

d* + O(n d-l)
<n
dr!
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-
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Here, V L(- #), c is the multiplicity of L(/), F, is defined on p. 71. First, we prove
Lv(#) is finitely generated. We assume Lv(/) is not finitely generated, hence there
exists some strictly increasing sequence of finitely generated U(9)-submodules

{L, In }.
Since Lk Lk+i/Lk is nontrivial, the multiplicty C(Lk) is

nonzero. This means

e(Lk) > k for all k. From Proposition 2.4.3, we have the following statement which
clearly contradicts (,).
dim

k

’"tV*) > n ’ O(n n.-)
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-

)
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N. Here, ds is a constant defined on p. 72.
Now that we see Lv(#) is finitely generated, there exists some n such that
F,(Lv(#)) generates Lv(#). Since Ui()F,(Lv(Iz))_ F, +dst(Lv(#)), the theorem
follows from (,).
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for all k
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